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Abstract
Recent developments in educational technology have led to a renewed interest in the 
utilisation of user-generated microgames for facilitating learning. The advantages 
and disadvantages of microgames which have been voluntarily created, modified, 
shared and used by users on open learning platforms to support learning are not 
yet clearly understood. The present study explores the strengths and weaknesses of 
user-generated microgames for assisting learning followed with some recommenda-
tions for the development and effective use of microgames from elementary teacher 
perspectives. This study is exploratory research conducted within the GeoGebra 
application with the participation of elementary school teachers from Indonesia. The 
study found that, on the one hand, user-generated microgames have multiple advan-
tages to support learning mainly by their simplicity and short duration gameplay. 
On the other hand, the games have several disadvantages, especially due to the lack 
of content directly related to learning objectives and less interesting interfaces. It is 
recommended for users of open learning platforms to create more targeted micro-
games respecting a particular learning objective and for teachers to creatively con-
nect games to learning for mastering knowledge, skills, or literacies.

Keywords User-generated microgames · Microgame-based learning · Educational 
microgames · Serious games · Game-based learning

1 Introduction

Recent developments in educational technology have led to a renewed interest in 
the utilisation of user-generated microgames for assisting learning. A plethora 
of microgames is now increasingly available on open learning platforms such as 
Scratch, PurposeGames and GeoGebra which have the potential to facilitate learning 
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and enhance student performance. Serious games in general have potential to boost 
learning performances and cognitive skills (Mayer, 2016; 2019) as well as to 
increase learner motivation and completion rates (de Freitas, 2006). The availability 
of serious mini games on open platforms thus appeals to be worth investigating with 
regard to their capabilities for enriching learning and instruction in formal educa-
tional environments.

The notion of integrating microgames into learning has been proposed by Stolo-
vitch (1978) who stated that such very small and short games are viable teaching 
and learning tools easily integrated into formal learning environments. However, the 
advantages and disadvantages of microgames which have been voluntarily created, 
modified, shared, and used by users on open platforms to support learning are not 
yet clearly understood. Previous research on microgames for supporting learning 
mainly concern professional microgames designed and developed by publishers or 
paid individuals (e.g., Brom et al., 2011, 2015; Lukosch et al., 2016; Bellotti et al., 
2004). Therefore, exploring the state in which user-generated microgames could 
contribute to learning is relevant to the present research gaps and future trends in 
game-based learning.

There are at least three novelties in this exploratory research. Firstly, the study 
examines very simple learning games instead of general serious games. Due to their 
simplicity, the games are very easy to integrate by teachers and played by students 
for supplementing learning. Secondly, neither made by publishers nor paid profes-
sionals, the games used in the study were produced by users on open learning plat-
forms. They not only create but also share and use the games at the same time attrib-
uted with various Creative Common licenses. Finally, this study accommodates 
teacher perspectives toward benefits, barriers, and recommendations for the use of 
educational user-generated microgames. The views of the teachers serve as addi-
tional evidence to previous studies that have primarily worked with students.

2  Theoretical background

Theories underlie the present study including user-generated microgames and 
microgame-based learning. For the purpose of this study, the term user-generated 
microgames was defined in the following section. It is followed by the proposed 
concept of microgame-based learning which helps to understand the step-by-step of 
practising the learning model.

2.1  User‑generated microgames

The concept of user-generated microgames can be explained by elaborating two 
related terminologies namely user-generated content and microgames. The idea 
behind user-generated content is to accommodate users as contributors. According 
to Krumm et al. (2008) and Daugherty et al. (2008), user-generated content (UGC) 
is a kind of media content that comes from general users or regular people who con-
tribute voluntarily on the Internet by uploading multiform data and information such 
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as texts, sound, images, and videos. Furthermore, users not only have the ability to 
create but also to modify, share, and consume content in individual or collaborative 
ways (Smith et  al., 2012), so they could be called prosumers (Toffler, 1980) who 
produce and consume content at the same time. Web 2.0 and UGC platforms such as 
wikis, blogs, forums, and social media made these all possible (Kaplan & Haenlein, 
2010; van Dijck, 2009). Therefore, in addition to publishers or paid professionals, 
everyone now can publish content on the Internet.

Microgames have a different association in the general and educational con-
text. Generally speaking, microgames are usually associated with simple computer 
minigames or board games. However, Brom et al. (2011) defines microgames in an 
educational setting as relatively simple computer games with a specific learning 
objective that can be played easily and shortly. There is still another microgames 
definition proposed by Lukosch et al. (2016) for the purpose of training in the work-
place as short simulation games which imitate a particular problem in an organi-
sation. Besides the short duration, the micro aspect of microgames indicates that 
the content is also small or specific (Hug, 2005) and it requires integration to the 
meso and macro structures of learning (Kapp & Defelice, 2019). The application 
of microgames in an educational context can also be categorised as serious games 
(Richey, 2013) that have the potential to provide meaningful learning experiences 
(Dörner et al., 2016). This study considers the microgames definition that has been 
proposed in the setting of education.

Taken together, for the purpose of this exploratory study, user-generated micro-
games are defined as very simple digital games created by users that provide brief 
engagement and meaningful experience directed to a specific objective for support-
ing learning and instruction integrated with existing resources in various environ-
ments (Rahmadi et al., 2021). Users in this study are everyone who uses GeoGebra, 
a dynamic mathematics software that brings together geometry, algebra, spread-
sheets, graphing, statistics and calculus in one package (About GeoGebra, 2020) and 
offers virtual mathematics classroom with real-time learning progress reports (Zöch-
bauer & Hohenwarter, 2020). A plethora of user-generated microgames is available 
on the GeoGebra platform that can be freely modified, shared and used by students, 
teachers, and general users for educational purposes.

2.2  Microgame‑based learning

Games have high popularity in terms of supporting learning. Learning through 
playing games is often called game-based learning (Richey, 2013). It is a learning 
environment that integrates games into the process of knowledge and skill acquisi-
tion (Qian & Clark, 2016). During the gameplay, students need to solve problems 
and complete challenges that are relevant to the course content (Wang & Zheng, 
2020). They are immersed in deep interaction with learning content while playing 
games. However, practicing game-based learning in the classroom does not mean 
solely giving any games to students which they can freely play during the lesson 
(Routledge, 2009). Rather, teachers need to regulate the gameplay with respect to 
the achievement of desired learning objectives.
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Gameplay should be a  cyclical process that starts with a briefing, continues to 
play as the main activity, and ends by debriefing (Routledge, 2009). The briefing 
is critical to introduce students with the game, activity, and targeted learning goal. 
They should know what is the game and how to accomplish the challenge within 
a specific objective. Playing is the main activity where students learn the content 
during the gameplay. At this step, there are dialectical processes in minds to com-
plete the game with their understanding of learning content. Finally, students and 
teachers have to debrief what has been done and learned after playing. Debriefing 
deepens students’ acquainted knowledge and skills from playing the game (Crookall, 
2010) that may last longer and more engaging than the game itself. Proper debrief-
ing requires a structured strategy, in-depth interaction, sufficient time, and careful 
implementation (Crookall, 2014).

Although there exists a comprehensive model of game-based learning which 
focuses on input, process, and outcome (Garris et al., 2002), the Routledge (2009) 
model has the potential to illustrate the cycle of game-based learning and it can be 
adopted for microgame-based learning with further adjustment to the characteris-
tics of microgames. The adoption also covers the structure of macro training ses-
sions that are very concise and brief lasting around 15 min (Lukosch et al., 2016). 
Therefore, the present study considers microgame-based learning that covers steps 
of briefing, playing, and debriefing around 15 min in total as can be seen in Fig. 1. 
The briefing should be very short, followed by microgameplay around 5 min, and 
debriefing for the rest. Keeping the games simple, brief, meaningful, specific, and 
integrated is key to microgame-based learning.

3  Prior studies and the urgency of this study

To date little attention has been paid to the benefits and drawbacks of user-generated 
microgames for learning purposes. Existing educational microgames studies con-
cern games that are professionally designed and developed by publishers or profes-
sionals in different settings. The studies of Brom et  al. (2011, 2015) investigated 

Fig. 1  Microgame-based Learn-
ing
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microgames to stimulate engagement and promote knowledge acquisition within 
individual and collaborative playing at high schools. Its findings reveal that the utili-
sation of microgames in schools are equally promising whether played individually 
or collectively for supplementing, reinforcing, and integrating knowledge acquired 
in the lesson. In the context of workplaces, Zhang and Qin (2021) and Lukosch et al. 
(2016) reported that integrated microgames into microtraining are recognised as 
an innovative approach for meaningful learning within microbreaks in fragmented 
workflows as well as for situated and experiential learning in the workplaces. Fur-
thermore, Chai-Arayalert and Puttinaovarat (2021) and Bellotti et  al. (2004) uti-
lised microgames as a medium to interact with arts and cultural heritage played 
by public. Their studies conclude that microgames could effectively attract public 
interaction with and enhance awareness towards cultural inheritance. Meanwhile, 
the microgames used in the previous studies were well-designed games as part of 
their research projects containing pre-defined topics relevant to the curriculum and 
learning objectives. It is evident for such games that intentionally produced learning 
resources by professionals are useful for facilitating teaching and learning in their 
respective learning environments. The question on the value of the more open way 
of microgame designs is the subject of this study.

In addition to the minor investigation towards the advantages and disadvantages 
of microgames produced by regular people for learning, far too little interest has 
been paid to the microgame explorations from the perspective of teachers, educa-
tors, or trainers. Previous research on microgames tends to focus on data gathered 
from students, workers, or players in general (Zhang & Qin, 2021; Chai-Arayalert & 
Puttinaovarat, 2021; Castelijn, 2017; Lukosch et al., 2016; Brom et al., 2011, 2015; 
Hussein & Alhayek, 2012; Bellotti et al., 2004). Those studies merely examined the 
effect of using microgames to improve particular learner or player performances and 
behaviours while there were less adequate examinations on the appropriate design, 
development and integration of microgames. Only the study of Buchtová et  al. 
(2013) which accommodates both student and teacher views, revealed that success-
ful integration of microgames into school and the curriculum greatly depends on 
the teachers’ and students’ adequate preparation and positive attitudes toward game-
based learning. The present study extends understanding on the affordances and 
obstacles of user-generated microgames for assisting learning from teacher outlooks.

Several studies have suggested exploring contributions of various games to learn-
ing. It is pivotal to increase comprehension toward the potential of different game 
types for achieving instructional goals (Connolly et al., 2012). Since the usefulness 
of purposeful games less likely could be proved by one study, investigating other 
game types is critical to provide more thorough evidence (Brom et al., 2011). The 
effectiveness of educational games should be improved and investigated continu-
ously with a variety of recent methodologies in hand (Yu et al., 2020). This study 
continues the long tradition of research in the area of serious games or game-based 
learning with the focus on the exploration of microgames created by users of an 
open learning platform.

The present study also supports the global movement of open educational 
resources (OER) promoted by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cul-
tural Organization (UNESCO). User-generated microgames as OER, intentionally 
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designed learning resources that are openly and freely available to educators and 
learners (UNESCO 2002), empower teachers and students to better perform in 
teaching and learning especially at this tumultuous time of the Coronavirus disease 
2019 (Huang et al. 2020). The teachers could teach beyond old-fashioned textbook 
boundaries and the students have the opportunity to inclusively access a variety of 
avant-garde learning resources (EDUCAUSE 2020). Throughout this study, user-
generated microgames were examined regarding their potential in supporting learn-
ing and instruction.

Welcoming more viewpoints from teachers is required to better understand their 
demand as well as to serve fundamental insights into practising microgame-based 
learning in the classroom. Therefore, this study exclusively explores the strengths 
and weaknesses of user-generated microgames for facilitating mathematics learn-
ing from elementary teacher perspectives. Additionally, recommendations from the 
teachers for the betterment and effective use of the microgames are also provided. 
The evidence from this study offers several important insights into the potential and 
pitfall of very small and short games generated by regular people to enhance instruc-
tions. After the explanation of methodological aspects, the findings of the study are 
presented and discussed in the following sections, and it concludes with practical 
implications to the creation and utilisation of user-generated microgames for assist-
ing learning.

4  Method

The present study is exploratory research conducted within the GeoGebra applica-
tion with the participation of three elementary school teachers from Indonesia. It is 
an investigative exploration (Stebbins, 2001) as an inquisitive process about user-
generated microgames for facilitating mathematics learning particularly in elemen-
tary schools. The exploration was organised by using an in-depth and semi-struc-
tured online interview asking about the strengths and weaknesses of user-generated 
microgames for supporting learning in elementary schools. In addition, the inter-
view further asked teacher recommendations for the better development and practice 
of microgame-based learning.

There are three main questions asked during the interview; 1) What are the 
strengths of user-generated microgames for assisting learning in elementary 
schools?; 2) What are the weaknesses of user-generated microgames for assisting 
learning in elementary schools?; 3) What are the recommendations for the devel-
opment and use of user-generated microgames for assisting learning in elementary 
schools? These questions act as an opening point to further discuss the strengths and 
weaknesses of user-generated microgames to support learning with teachers. Ele-
mentary teachers who participated in this study were purposely selected with regard 
to their school locations including urban, suburb, and rural areas. Detailed informa-
tion about the teachers is presented in the table below.

Table  1 describes the teacher’s profiles who participated in the present study. 
There was a male teacher aged 30 and two female teachers aged 29 years. All teach-
ers hold a bachelor degree in education and have experience in teaching practices 
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for around 5 to 10 years. The teachers teach at the class of III and V (8–9 and 10–11 
age groups) at public elementary schools in urban, suburban, and rural areas of 
Indonesia.

Prior to the interview, they were invited to try pre-selected three games created 
by users on GeoGebra for elementary school level. There were 50 games and other 
fun activities initially examined, and three of them were selected to show differ-
ent game designs. The first two games address math skills while the third game has 
mathematical content. Moreover, GeoGebra was used owing to the plethora of open 
learning resources not only games but also other learning activities available and 
ready to be freely integrated by teachers and students for learning. Detailed informa-
tion about the games is presented in the table below.

Table  2 presents the selected user-generated microgames from GeoGebra with 
detailed information about its pictures, creators, categories, types, topics, key math 
skills, and links. The games were created by GeoGebra users for the category of 
elementary schools within specific types including strategy, puzzle, and racing. Each 
game has also a certain topic such as logic, square, addition, integers, and subtrac-
tion. Furthermore, the games address particular key math skills, namely spatial and 
number sense. Links to the games are provided to see it on GeoGebra.

An open coding (Glaser, 2016) was employed to analyse the interview results. 
Respecting the ethical issues, it was explicitly stated before the interview that all 
collected data is used only for research purposes and the teachers voluntarily partici-
pated in this study.

Table 1  The Profile of Teachers

Teachers Gender Age Education Experience Class School Location

T1 Male 30 Bachelor 5–10 years V Public Urban
T2 Female 29 Bachelor 5–10 years III Public Suburb
T3 Female 29 Bachelor 5–10 years V Public Rural

Table 2  Selected User-generated Microgames from GeoGebra
Microgames 1. Mazze 16 – Pikachu 2. Fit the Four Pieces 3. Spaceship Racing
Pictures

Creators Oliv053c (2016) Diego Lieban (2019) Cemccourseware (2016)
Categories Elementary school Elementary school Elementary school
Types Strategy Puzzle Racing
Topics Logic Logic, square Addition, integers, 

subtraction
Key math 
skills

Spatial sense Spatial sense Number sense

Links https://www.geogebra.org/m
/wAAbd4JB

https://www.geogebra.org/m
/d4hsce9f

https://www.geogebra.org/m
/qJR8EbT2
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5  Findings

The forthcoming sections present the gathered data and discuss some critical points 
from the data. Findings of this study were divided into three corresponding passages 
with respect to the research aims, namely; 1) strengths of user-generated micro-
games for assisting learning; 2) weaknesses of user-generated microgames for assist-
ing learning; and 3) recommendations for the development and use of user-gener-
ated microgames for assisting learning.

5.1  Strengths of user‑generated microgames for assisting learning

The main question asked teachers during the interview was: What are the strengths 
of user-generated microgames for assisting learning in elementary schools? The 
question was aimed at hearing their perspectives regarding the feasible benefits of 
user-generated microgames for teachers to facilitate learning. The table below pre-
sents several answers from the teachers.

Table 3 reveals the strengths of user-generated microgames for supporting learn-
ing from the perspective of elementary teachers. They identified five advantages 
of the user-created microgames. The microgames are simple and interesting to be 
played either on smartphones or laptops resulting in more enjoyable mathematics 
learning. The games motivate students to compete with others, in particular the 

Table 3  Strengths of User-generated Microgames for Assisting Learning

Strengths Example of Statements

Simple and interesting T1 – The games are simple and interested to 
students. Mathematics learning in schools more 
likely to be monotonous and very serious. By 
playing these games learning mathematics can be 
more enjoyable

Can be played either on smartphones or laptops T1 – The three games can be played on smartphones 
as well as on laptops

T2 – I tried the games on my smartphone and it 
can be played. I am sure it can also be played on 
laptops

Motivate students to compete with others T2 – Students like competition. Elementary students 
are invited to compete by playing these games 
especially on the racing game. It encourages stu-
dents to be more enthusiastic about learning

Short game durations encourage students to replay 
the games

T1 – Due to the short duration and the students 
already interested, they would like to replay the 
games. Students naturally become somewhat 
addicted to learning. When the students are inter-
ested in and like the games, they would not like to 
stop playing

Support learning processes in elementary schools T3 – Generally, those games can support learning in 
elementary schools. Through games, students are 
happier and do not recognise that they are learning
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racing game. Their short durations encourage students to replay the games thus they 
are naturally somewhat addicted to learning while playing. In general, it appears that 
the games are useful to support learning processes in elementary schools, and that 
students may not recognise that they are learning by playing the games.

5.2  Weaknesses of user‑generated microgames for assisting learning

The second question asked the teachers: What are the weaknesses of user-generated 
microgames for assisting learning in elementary schools? The question was aimed 
at hearing their views about the possible drawbacks of user-generated microgames 
for supporting learning. The table below presents several answers from the teachers.

Table 4 reveals the weaknesses of user-generated microgames for supporting 
learning from the perspective of elementary teachers. It found four major down-
sides of microgames created by non-professionals for assisting learning. The main 
drawback is the games that have no direct relation to learning objectives, materi-
als, and curriculum. Moreover, there is a lack of good user interfaces so that the 
games are less attractive to students. For example, the game design is very small 
and stiff and thus does not appear in full screen on the smartphone. Its design also 
seems too simple without special audio and visual effects. Another critical dis-
advantage is the lack of gameplay instructions leading to teacher uncertainties to 
play the games. Last but not least, the English language is also being considered 
as a weakness should English not be the language of instruction in schools.

Table 4  Weaknesses of User-generated Microgames for Assisting Learning

Weaknesses Example of Statements

Do not directly relate to learning 
objectives and materials as well as 
curriculum

T2 – The first two games seem not directly related to learning 
objectives in the curriculum. Only the third one I think that 
relates to learning materials in elementary schools

Less attractive interfaces T1 – The drawback may be in the user interfaces. It is too 
simple without certain notifications or effects when the player 
wins

T2 – The games display are very small and stiff that does not 
appear in full screen on the smartphone. Particularly in the 
first game, it was hard to play

T3 – There are no audio and visual effects in the games
No playing instructions T2 – I was confused and did not sure how to play and what is 

the second game objective. In addition, I did not know which 
point to be moved in the first game. No instructions to play 
in the games

T3 – I was confused about playing the first game and could not 
play the second game. The final destination is unclear and no 
information about the game rules

The games are in English T2 – Firstly, I thought the games were made specifically for 
students in Indonesia. I just realised the games are in English 
after trying. I have to reconsidered how to give it to students
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5.3  Recommendations for the development and use of user‑generated 
microgames for assisting learning

The third question asked the teachers: What are the recommendations for the 
development and use of user-generated microgames for assisting learning in ele-
mentary schools? The question was aimed at hearing their insights on improve-
ments toward the design and implementation of user-generated microgames 
for supplementing learning. The table below presents several answers from the 
teachers.

Table  5 summaries recommendations of elementary teachers towards user-
generated microgames for supporting learning. The teachers have provided some 
suggestions to enhance the design quality as well as appropriate integration of 
non-publishers microgames for supplementing learning. In order to create more 
useful games for learning, users have to generate games with respect to the school 
curriculum. Creating multiplayer games is another suggestion to enhance player 
interactivities and challenges. The most recent popular cartoon character should 
be adapted should the developer wish to create a cartoon-based game. On the 
other hand, teachers should also be more creative in connecting user-generated 
microgames with learning materials. Additionally, they have to rule playing time 
in the classroom and let students play when the time comes.

Table 5  Teacher Recommendations of User-generated Microgames for Assisting Learning

Recommendations Example of Statements

Users have to consider curriculum when creating 
games

T2 – In my opinion, in order to provide more useful 
games for learning, game creators should consider 
the school curriculum

Create multi-player microgames T1 – For the third game, it would be better if the 
opponent is also a student instead of a computer. 
So the game will be more interactive. Based on my 
experience, students prefer to compete with their 
friends

Using more updated characters T2 – Should users wish to create a cartoon-based 
game, the character must be relevant to the latest 
trends. Hence, it is important to choose a cartoon 
character that is popular today

Teachers should creatively connect games to cur-
riculum

T2 – Concerning games that do not directly relate 
to the curriculum, teachers are requested to be more 
creative in linking the games to learning materials

Teachers need to have a specific schedule of play-
ing games in the classroom

T3 – Teachers should have a certain time to control 
students in the classroom in terms of playing games. 
When the time comes, teachers must keep their 
promises
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6  Discussion

The main aim of the current study was to explore the strengths and weaknesses of 
user-generated microgames for facilitating mathematics learning from the perspec-
tive of elementary school teachers. In addition, this study asked for recommenda-
tions from the teachers for the betterment and effective use of the microgames for 
learning. The evidence of this study may further support or refute the argument of 
Stolovitch (1978) who stated that microgames are viable teaching and learning tools 
easily integrated into formal learning environments, and extend findings of existing 
microgames research (Chai-Arayalert & Puttinaovarat, 2021; Zhang & Qin, 2021; 
Lukosch et al., 2016; Brom et al., 2011, 2015; Bellotti et  al., 2004), with specific 
interest on the very small and short games made by users or regular people on an 
open learning platform.

On the one hand, user-generated microgames have multiple strengths to support 
learning. First, those microgames are simple and interesting to be played either on 
smartphones or laptops. This finding supports the fact that microgames appeal for 
learning either in schools (Brom et  al., 2011, 2015), workplaces (Lukosch et  al., 
2016; Zhang & Qin, 2021) or public spaces (Bellotti et al., 2004). Second, the games 
have short duration gameplay that encourages students to replay. Although user-gen-
erated microgames are short, it turns out that the games have also replayability as 
do serious games in general. Third, user-generated microgames motivate students 
to compete with their peers and are supportive of learning in elementary schools. 
It is evidence for very small and short games to be easily integrated into the teach-
ing and learning processes formal schooling environments (Brom et al., 2011; Van 
Rosmalen et al., 2014). So far, however, from the perspectives of elementary school 
teachers, the advantages of microgames created by users for learning are fairly simi-
lar to the ones in professionally-made games. The aforementioned benefits, such as 
motivating and interesting, appear as very common contributions of games to learn-
ing (Connolly et al., 2012; Mayer, 2014). Further efforts thus are needed to deeper 
dig into the specialty of user-generated microgames compared to other microgames. 
Analysing user-generated microgames from the developer-students point of view 
might provide critical insight.

On the other hand, there are several weaknesses of user-generated microgames 
for facilitating learning. One notable drawback is due to the lack of direct rela-
tions between the games and learning objectives in the school curriculum. This 
issue reflects the nature of user-generated content that really depends on the users 
as content creators (Daugherty et al., 2008; Krumm et al., 2008). They can freely 
fill in the games with whatever content they want. Furthermore, microgames 
generated by users suffer under critical design issues in particular toward user 
interfaces, and it includes the absence of embedded playing instructions into the 
games. These problems are in line with Hicks et  al. (2016) who revealed that 
users pay less attention to practical components when creating user-generated 
educational games. However, in this case, it does not mean the mechanics of user-
generated microgames have to be as fascinating as professional-made games. It is 
recommended to keep microgames easy to play with no pre-required knowledge 
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and skills (Rahmadi et  al., 2021). Since users from all over the world created 
the microgames on open learning platforms, the game language that is mostly in 
English is another critical disadvantage especially for those who are non-English 
native speakers. Teachers play a vivid role to mediate students’ understanding 
of the games that were presented in their non-native languages. The shortfalls 
of user-generated microgames in supporting learning serve as new knowledge to 
ameliorate the problems in the future.

Some feasible solutions are available to improve the design and utilisation of 
user-generated microgames for supplementing learning. Users are recommended to 
consider specific learning objectives, multiplayer, and up-to-date characters when 
creating microgames on open learning platforms. The objective indeed should be 
specific or small adjusted to the characteristic of microgames content which consists 
of micro-content (Hug, 2005), a very small content for more individualised learn-
ing (Hug & Friesen, 2007). Teachers are urged to creatively connect user-generated 
microgames with learning objectives in the curriculum. Users sometimes create 
microgames with content that is more related to recent critical skills and literacies. 
Therefore, teachers could connect games not only literally to understand learning 
materials but to master skills and literacies as well (Qian & Clark, 2016). Game-
based learning management is pivotal to integrate user-generated microgames effec-
tively into teaching and learning practices. Teachers have to pay great attention 
to microgame-based learning that consist of the briefing, playing, and debriefing 
activities (Routledge, 2009) which last around 15 min (Lukosch et al., 2016). More 
importantly, as microlearning as concerned, the use of microgames for supplement-
ing learning should be integrated into meso and macro structures of learning (Kapp 
& Defelice, 2019). Its integration into existing learning resources already used by 
students and teachers on daily bases is crucial to the successful implementation of 
microgame-based learning.

Overall, user-generated microgames can be useful for assisting learning. Non-
professional-made microgames that are very small in size and short in duration have 
shared potential with  professional-made microgames (Chai-Arayalert & Puttinao-
varat, 2021; Zhang & Qin, 2021; Lukosch et  al., 2016; Brom et  al., 2011, 2015; 
Bellotti et  al., 2004) and serious games in general (Connolly et  al., 2012; Mayer, 
2014) especially their motivational consequences. Likewise, similar to the findings 
of Brom et  al. (2011) and Van Rosmalen et  al. (2014), a considerable advantage 
of either user-generated or publisher-made microgames is their ability to fit learn-
ing duration and school curriculum since those are short and no prior knowledge 
is needed to play the games. Meanwhile, there are limitations on the use of those 
microgames for knowledge and skills acquisition in a formal learning environment. 
The game content does not always have a relation to learning objectives and the 
interfaces can be less appealing. This case is very different to microgames created 
by publishers and paid professionals as they explicitely consider curricula and learn-
ing goals before creating them (Brom et al., 2011, 2015). Suggestions from teachers 
for the better design and effective utilisation of user-generated microgames should 
be taken into account in future endeavor. Users should write down related curric-
ulum items when creating microgames while teacher innovativeness is required to 
connect games either for mastering knowledge, skills, or literacies. As mentioned 
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by Buchtová et al. (2013), teachers’ preparation and attitudes play significant role on 
the successful implementation of microgame-based learning.

The present study contributes to the existing knowledge of microgame-based 
learning by presenting teacher perspectives towards the upside and downside of 
user-generated microgames for facilitating learning. This study confirms the idea of 
Stolovitch (1978) who recommends inserting microgames into formal learning envi-
ronments as those could be integrated with ease. Microgames integration requires 
minimum effort and time so that may work within a strict learning or working 
schedule (Zhang & Qin, 2021). Furthermore, this study extends the earlier findings 
on microgames research by providing several recommendations to the successful 
development and utilisation of user-generated microgames for supporting learn-
ing. A variety of ways to better create and use such microgames was established 
to assist users and teachers who wish to generate and benefit from user-generated 
microgames for their teaching and learning practices. Since this study exclusively 
accommodated teacher perspectives, it also serves as additional evidence for previ-
ous studies that have primarily worked with data from students to determine the way 
user-generated microgames should be used for teaching.

This study has limitations and future research directions. First of all, the study has 
the nature of exploratory research thus the results are less generalisable and should 
be confirmed with other studies. The exploration of user-generated microgames for 
supporting learning is an ongoing study, which this study was a first step and fur-
ther in-depth investigations are required. For example, having more experimental 
and collaborative research with teachers to try the microgames with students and 
apply suggested recommendations from this study. Second, the interview was con-
ducted with a small number of elementary school teachers in Indonesia who have 
early experiences with user-generated microgames and microgame-based learning. 
Therefore, the teachers were less expressive to disclose the real strengths of micro-
games created by users and their perspectives sound relatively shallow. What they 
said about the strengths of user-generated microgames was not much different to the 
benefits of microgames or serious games in general. Another study with more expe-
rienced teachers from different countries is needed to closely examine the speciality 
of user-generated microgames. Finally, this study focused on working with user-gen-
erated microgames in a single open learning platform. Exploring microgames that 
have been generated by users in other platforms such as Scratch and PurposeGames 
could be a comparative study and would complement the present findings.

7  Conclusion

The present study has explored the strengths and weaknesses of user-generated 
microgames for assisting learning from the perspective of elementary school teach-
ers. This account is followed with some recommendations for the better development 
and more effective utilisation of the microgames for teaching and learning in formal 
learning environments. The study found that, on the one hand, user-generated micro-
games have multiple advantages to support learning mainly by its simplicity and 
short duration gameplay. On the other hand, the games have several disadvantages, 
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especially due to the lack of content directly related to learning objectives and less 
interesting interfaces. It is recommended for users of open learning platforms to 
create more targeted microgames respecting a particular learning objective and for 
teachers to creatively connect game to learning in either for mastering knowledge, 
skills, or literacies.

Taken all together, the benefits of user-generated microgames for facilitating 
learning are very similar to the professional-made ones. They share simplicity and 
shortness to be easily integrated into formal learning contexts. Meanwhile, non-pro-
fessional-made games are more likely to have substantial drawbacks compared to 
those of publisher-made ones. Users play a pivotal role on the quality of user-gener-
ated microgames. The current findings add to a growing body of literature on micro-
game-based learning and identify possible directions for future studies. Multiple 
pathways have been established to guide users in generating relevant microgames for 
learning and lead teachers practicing microgame-based learning in their classroom. 
Forthcoming research could explore user-generated microgames in a more experi-
mental and collaborative manner with more teachers from other countries and on 
other open learning platforms.
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